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The reason why the year 1965 matters is because it was
the start of technology.This event had impacted society

at that time because of the two computers having
packet-switching technology to communicate with each

other. This year improved on people's lives because it
gave people an opportunity to apply for jobs and for

people to communicate from afar. 

1974 matters because the first ever internet service provider known
as the ISP was born 1974.  ISP improved peoples lives because it
allowed people to communicate with others from a distance. The
impact that it had on peoples lives today was both bad and good

because lots of people could track others addresses and find them. It
impacted society because the fathers of the internet had published

the design of TCP. 

It improved people's lives by the PC makers were able
to hide or remove internet software on new visions. It

impacted our society today by announcing that the
browser will be free. It impacted the aspects of our
society by having new visions and the department

helping them.

The year 2005 matters because a new website youtube
launches which gives other people entertainment. The

impact that it had on society is that we have information
on how youtube was found. This impacted the aspects

of society by having millions of videos for entertainment
for adults and kids now.

2010 impacted on peoples lives because facebook users
lives. The impact that it had on society today is that we

could find information around the world. This year had an
impact on peoples lives because it had a world wide

amount of people on the app.

By 2021 there were  about 4 million people connected on the
internet.  The impact it had on people's lives is that kids and
adults can use the internet for work, school, entertainment,
etc. This year had impacted the aspects our lives by people

could now feed their kids and get jobs from the internet
which could prevent people from getting sick.

Information found here
https://www.livescience.com/20727-internet-

history.html

Yes technology  reflects on society and culture because people have the chance to find jobs,
promote business, to make businesses, and etc 

1.

2. Yes but no because some people don't have internet, and yes because people can find
information.


